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Abstract
We have grown helical nanowire assemblies of parylene C, thereby demonstrating that polymeric sculptured thin films (STFs) can be
fabricated by a combination of physical and chemical vapor deposition processes. The deposition method is explained in detail and electron
micrographs of 200–400 nm size sculptured thin film of parylene are given. The shapes of the submicron and nanowire assemblies can be
engineered so that the polymeric STF acts as a template for preferential attachment of biomolecules.
q 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
According to a recent report by the Royal Society and the
Royal Academy of Engineering [1], nanomaterials have
structured components with at least one dimension less than
100 nm. Nanomaterials have a relatively large surface area
per unit mass in comparison to bulk materials. This fact is
commonly held responsible for the higher chemical and
biochemical reactivity of nanomaterials as well as for their
unusual electrical and mechanical properties. The growth of
films comprising arrays and networks of polymer nanowires
has, therefore, emerged as an important nanotechnology.
This is due, in part, to the potential commercial application
of this knowledge for the development of microfluidics and
optical devices such as biosensors, as well as prosthetic
coatings that would render them more bio-compatible
within the body. Such films are mostly grown by
electropolymerization [2–4], but reverse templating [5],
DNA-templating [6], vapor-liquid-growth [7] and dip-pen
nanolithography [8] have also been used. A recent study [9]
has demonstrated synthesis of large scale helical carbon
nanotubes by pyrolysis.
Sculptured polymer nanowires are expected to
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simultaneously provide optical functionalities associated
with sculptured thin films (STFs) of inorganic materials [10,
11] as well as compatibility with biological materials.
Surface to volume ratio is very high in STF films. STFs can
be made out of virtually any material and can increase
available surface area by over two orders of magnitude.
Indeed, it is well-known that cell attachment to substrates
and films with large surface area per unit volume is
enhanced [12]. The use of organic substrates such as
collagen attached to such films would create a biocompatible material for medical implants and biological sensors.
Similar bottom-to-top nanotechnology approaches have
been studied by several experimental groups, as reviewed
recently by Yeates [13].
In this communication, we report progress towards the
goal of sculptured polymer nanowire assemblies. The
assemblies are not of true nanowires, because the diameters
are of the order of 200–400 nm; and it would be more
appropriate to call them submicronwires. However, the novel
combination of physical and chemical vapor deposition
processes devised to grow these assemblies promises that
true sculptured polymer nanowire assemblies will soon
grown.
2. Experimental
Chiral STFs, comprising assemblies of parallel submicronwire helixes, were grown by a combination of
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physical vapor deposition (PVD) and chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) in a commercial parylene reactor. The
PDS 2010 equipment (Cookson Electronics) is designed to
provide an even, conformal coating to any substrate placed
in deposition chamber. Unlike conventional PVD systems
such as thermal evaporators or sputtering systems [14],
deposition variables such as pressure or deposition rate are
indirectly adjusted by varying the vaporizing and pyrolizing
temperatures. The type C parylene, which was deposited is
the polymer form of the low-molecular-weight dimer of
para-chloro-xylylene [15]. Polymeric parylene is formed by
evaporating a dimer and then pyrolizing the dimer into a
monomer precursor for polymer formation. The chemical
structure of the parylene C monomer is a benzene ring with
two para-methylene groups and one chlorine side group,
and has the chemical formula of C8H7Cl. The amount of this
dimer was the only fixed deposition parameter in our initial
experiments.
In order to grow STFs on the chosen system, several
modifications were made. Parylene flux (monomer) delivered by this system is inherently non-directional, which is
not amenable to the formation of STFs [10]; therefore, a
nozzle was constructed to provide the requisite directionality. The nozzle has an inlet diameter of 1 in. and an outlet
of 0.25 in., which was held approximately 2 in. from the
rotating substrate. In addition to enabling directionality, a
motor assembly was designed that allowed the substrate to
be rotated in two directions in the vacuum environment
necessary for shaping the growing submicronwires [10].
This assembly consisted of vacuum stepper motors rated to
10K7 Torr and 155 8C internal operating temperature; a
motion control box housing micro-stepping drives for each
motor; a networking hub that allowed control over both
motors in real time; and a power supply. Real-time microstepping at rates as high as 50,800 steps/rev was
implemented using a laptop computer and control software.
The original ‘lid’ to the deposition system was replaced by a
modified chamber. The chamber consisted of a 12-in.diameter cylindrical quartz enclosure with two viton rubber
flanges on each end. One end of the quartz enclosure sat on
the base-plate of the parylene system. The motor assembly
was mounted on a metal plate that served as a top to the 18in.-high deposition chamber.
The modified deposition assembly, wherein features
of both physical vapor deposition (directional evaporation) and chemical vapor deposition (pyrolysis of the
parylene dimer, followed by polymerization) have been
incorporated, is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The
vapor flux is controlled by the evaporation temperature
of the dimer and the pyrolyzing temperature. The two
temperatures together control the deposition rate and
deposition pressure.
Deposition time was measured from when the
vaporization temperature reached 150 8C to when the
system was manually shut down. Parylene depositions
were made for 5, 10, and 15 min with rotation speeds of
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Fig. 1. Schematic of stepper motor and nozzle assembly used with the
parylene deposition system. This system combines physical and chemical
vapor deposition processes.

either 0.167 and 0.025 rps and the incoming flux arriving
at an angle q of 808 with respect to the substrate normal
(Fig. 1). Two depositions were done with the substrate
perpendicular to the vapor flux (qZ08) to serve as control
samples. Depositions were done on 7059 Corning Glass
and also on silicon to facilitate cross-sectional SEM
microscopy. In an attempt to maintain the same vapor
pressure during each deposition, five grams of the
parylene C dimer were inserted into the vaporizer for

Fig. 2. Cross-section SEM micrograph of a parylene thin film grown normal
to the nozzle assembly.
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Fig. 3. SEM micrographs of a chiral sculptured thin film of parylene
deposited at an angle q of 808 and a rotation speed of 0.025 rps (1.5 rpm).
(a) 2.94K! magnification and (b) 616! magnification.

each deposition. The vapor pressure was approximately
10 Torr during deposition. Deposition thickness for all
films varied from 15 to 30 mm, as measured with a surface
profilometer, showing no apparent dependence on
deposition time.

3. Results and discussion
Before discussing the structure of the polymeric chiral
STFs deposited by us, let us mention that the growth of
polymeric chiral STFs has been reported by Harris et al. [16]
using a three-step replamineform technique: first, a chiral
STF of an inorganic material is made using PVD; second,
the void regions are filled with a polymer that is cured; and
third, the inorganic material is etched out. The result is a
polymeric thin film with an array of parallel helical holes. In
contrast, we grew polymeric thin films comprising helical
submicronwires, by a combination of PVD and CVD.
Fig. 2 shows a cross-section SEM micrograph of a
parylene film deposited with the vapor flux incident

Fig. 4. Cross-section SEM micrographs of a parylene film deposited at an
angle q of 808 and a rotational velocity of 0.167 rps (10 rpm). (a) 5.13 KX
magnification and (b) 30 KX magnification. Note the fibrous nature of the
film during initial growth (bottom) and the columnar structure near the top.

normally on the rotating substrate. The film lacks
nanostructure typical of a dense film deposited at normal
incidence [17,18]. It is this lack of porosity that gives
parylene its desirable properties as a hermetic coating, but
which is obviously deleterious to the growth of chiral STFs,
which are necessarily porous. Therefore, we set q[08 to
grow polymeric chiral STFs.
Fig. 3 shows cross-section SEM micrographs of a chiral
STF deposited for ten minutes on a silicon substrate rotating
at 0.025 rps. The vapor flux was directed at the substrate
with qZ808. Fig. 3(a) shows a higher-magnification view of
the top of the chiral STF which had fifteen turns and a total
thickness of about 30 mm so that the helical submicronwire
assemblies have a period of w2 mm per turn. Fig. 3(b)
shows a lower-magnification view of a section of the
film that had delaminated from the substrate revealing a pinhole free bottom surface. The parylene depositions
produced with q values greater than 808 appeared to be a
frosted white color to the naked eye, which we attribute to
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Fig. 5. SEM micrographs of a chiral sculptured thin film of parylene with small diameter size. The helical features are approximately 200 nm.

the topography, whereas the depositions done at normal
incidence were transparent.
The films deposited on substrates rotating at 0.167 rps
turned out to have a more complex structure, as can be
deduced from the cross-section SEM micrographs provided
in Fig. 4. These films were initially a network of parylene
strands, which eventually coalesced into columns perpendicular to the substrate. The columns in these films lack the
distinct structural chirality evident in Fig. 3 for films
deposited on more slowly rotating substrates. This
observation is consistent with STFs of inorganic materials
grown on rotating substrates [19]. The fibrous nanoscale
porosity shown in the higher magnification SEM of Fig. 4(b)
was unexpected but supports the assertion that the STFs are
made of nanoscale strands. Fig. 5 shows a chiral sculptured
thin film of parylene with smaller diameter (w200 nm).

submicronwires but other types of parylene such as PPX (pxylylene carboxylic acid) and PPF (pentafluorophnelesterco-p-xylylene) [20] or other polymers such as polyurethane,
and teflon are alternative materials for STF films.
Future work will center on physical and chemical
adsorption of proteins on polymeric STFs. Examples of
two-dimensional protein patterning in polymers were
reported by Shi et al. [21] and reviewed by Blawas et al.
[22]. STFs provide optical properties that can be used for
highly specific detection of biomolecules. This possibility is
all the more attractive because the optical properties of
polymeric STFs can be piezoelectrically tuned for lasing as
well as polarization-dependent filtering [23,24]. Whereas
sculptured submicronwire assemblies would display optical
functionalities in the far-infrared regime, sculptured
nanowire assemblies would be suitable in the visible
regime.

4. Conclusion
Acknowledgements
Parylene was chosen because of its historical use as a
robust polymer both in microelectronic and biological
applications. We have grown assemblies of parylene-C
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